
Disclaimer - Many people believe that learning struggles like dyslexia, dysgraphia, ADHD, and others 

qualify as disabilities. In this speech, I am showing that these so-called “dys” struggles are more 

accurately referred to as learning styles, and that they in no way indicate a deficiency.  

 

Welcome families and friends -  

This is our 5th graduation and we thank you for sharing and trusting your children with us.   

 I always imagined creating a school for students that were not your cookie cutter, inside the box learners, 

but thrived by learning through their eyes, hands, and  body. A school for students that are unique 

learners...  but I could never have imagined what CORE Academy has become.   

 

Throughout my 30 years, 21 of which were teaching kindergarten at Palmer School, I observed how 

hundreds and hundreds, about ,,,,,, 21 years X 20 students per class = about 400   5 and 6-year-old cuties, 

how some of the little guys would retain and recall concepts quite easily, and others not so much. I 

observed parents already beginning to worry about why their kindergartener was struggling or couldn’t 

remember sounds and words,  while other parents wanted more and more homework. 

 

 I, as many of you know, struggled as a kindergartener back in the ’70s to learn how to read and 

comprehend language.  This continued throughout my life.  When attending graduate school in the 90’s I 

learned I was dyslexic.   

 

What is dyslexia? Guess what? According to the International Dyslexia Association and the National 

Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) there is no universally accepted definition of 

dyslexia. 

 

 



But so me say,  

it is a general term for disorders that involve difficulty in learning to read or interpret words, letters, and 

other symbols but does not affect general intelligence.   

Our educational systems believe: 

● Dyslexia  

● ADHD -  

● Dysgraphia - sloppy writing/hating to write 

● Dyscalculia - struggles in math 

To name a few are “disabilities”.  

 

How are these students supported, taught, encouraged? 

● Schools private and public,  have created special Ed classes, resource classes, special day classes. 

All of which involve pulling students out of the general ed classroom once or even multiple times a day to 

provide “special” instruction. 

I continue to hear hundreds of families a week share with me their struggles with these SPECIAL classes 

that the majority of the time are  NOT helping their child learn or retain information. In fact, the SPECIAL 

CLASSES cause many students to feel embarrassed and/or stupid which can result in low self-esteem, lack 

of drive or a desire to learn, and in many cases refusal to attend school.  

 

Here is the kicker:  most students that are placed in these “special ed” classes are the MOST UNIQUE, 

GIFTED, and talented students.  

These “SPECIAL Ed” students are usually: 

● Extremely athletic - Michael Phillps;  Simone Biles; Mr Seth; my son 

● Musical - Pianist/singer - Lionel Richie;  Adam Levine 

● Inventors - Albert Einstein;   Steve jobs;    Richard Branson 



● Creative -  Steven Spielberg;   Jim Carrey;  Walt Disney; Mr Clay; my son 

● Macgyver Mindset Problem-Solvers (this is a real thing) -  John F Kennedy; George 

Washington; Alec my son; and me, Miss Lainie  

   I always say I have a Macgyver mind when it comes to creating curriculum to help all the different types 

of learning styles.  When I was writing this speech I looked up how to spell Macgyver and learned that 

there is a name for this type of learner/ thinker that already exists. 

All these famous people are and were NOT people who fit the educational systems, but the education 

systems STILL continue to TRY to manufacture cookie cutter students to fit in a box.   

 

The problem is that soooo many children ARE NOT MANUFACTURABLE. They cannot be made to be a 

square, resulting in IEP’s individual educational plans drastically increasing.  A Walnut Creek elementary 

school shared with me that the amount of their IEP has doubled in the past year.  

 

SO, how does this relate to your children? 

Your children are UNIQUE…. Not special needs, not needing special ed, and are not disabled, nor do they 

have disorders!   

Children NEED an educational system that will take the time to craft, support, and provide strategies to fit 

the different learning styles, to create a curriculum to the UNIQUE creative-minded children that are born 

and wired this way.   

When students come to CORE Academy, most have been in the manufacturing process. They come 

prefabricated - definition- (manufacture  to enable quick or easy assembly):  

 

This prefab approach  usually creates 

●   frustration, anger, feelings of stupidity, negative self-talk, suicidal feelings, and failing at learning, 



 all because the schools force children to follow the blueprint stating: 

●  1st grade must learn this, in this way 

● 2nd grade must learn this, in this way 

● 3rd grade must learn this, in this way 

● All the boxes must be checked in this order no matter the cost to the student 

One of my new team members shared that when they first met our students, they felt there is no way “so 

and so” will last. How can CORE help so and so, who struggles with frequently being frustrated and 

unhappy, and thinking they are stupid!!  As the year progressed, they saw “so and so” become more at 

ease. Their tone when speaking softened, they smiled more,  and began to say, “I am good at math.” My 

team member said, “ I didn’t think it would happen……. And it did…. CORE crafted an amazing young so and 

so.” 

 

I SHARED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR, “parents and students,   BE PROUD! BE PROUD YOU ATTEND 

CORE.. “ 

 

I know at times as parents, some of us question, “why can’t my child learn in the “normal” system?” 

Students, I know at times you may feel, “why can’t I learn in the “normal” system?” 

 

I thank you, parents and students, for continuing to  EMBRACE, ACCEPT,  AND be SOOOOOO EXCITED that 

your amazing children are being given time to allow all their gifts and talents to be crafted/ brought out so 

that they can do ANYTHING they dream to do. 

 

Think about it:  when we take our time to create, build, CRAFT anything…..  How does it usually turn out????  

BRILLANT, BEAUTIFUL, and UNIQUE!!!  

My dream came true……. creating and providing a HOME  for amazing UNIQUE children. ,   
 
 



 


